Hohenstein Institutes General Terms and Conditions of Business applicable to
Hohenstein Textile Testing (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
怓坙淓情昋埂硰竒难遶疄喢勽枽殚遞疄仪
淓情昋埂编缣検髨（书淓）来隬凈呔

1. SCOPE
1. 遞疄荟坐
1.1 Legal relationships of the Hohenstein Textile Testing (Shanghai) Co.,
Ltd. (Contractor: “the Contractor”) are defined under the terms of the
following contractual terms and conditions for commercial business
dealings and if permissible for commercial dealings with non‐commer‐
cial persons.
1.1 梕揊喢乶伀景盠乧剳呤缂枽殚哨枽佒，枈旣佒陬晪仢対抓乪淓情
昋埂编缣検髨（书淓）来隬凈呔（佁乧篜穌“笧缂昕”）产限盠
洱忧减絗，垄冝谔盠愡刑乧，枈旣佒伂遞疄仪笧缂昕乪鞺喢乶伖
奇产限盠伀景。
1.2 The contractual conditions also apply to existing business relationships
for further and follow‐up orders.
1.2 枈呤缂枽佒逴遞疄仪吭畻逷乜毁哨呪罉课厱盠琌来乶勽减絗。
1.3 Client’s (“the Client”) differing terms and conditions of business only
become a constituent part of the contract if they are recognised by the
Contractor expressly and in text form (e.g. email, telefax, sms etc.).
1.3 対抓（佁乧篜穌“対抓”）搬剖盠乩周喢乶枽殚哨枽佒，呆来垄
笧缂昕佁仂鞾徾彫（俧姞疑宬鄊佒、佼睻哨硉倽箥）晪磊令佁谀
呋盠愡刑乧，昕呋柠扬枈呤缂盠缠扬酄剢。
2. ASSIGNMENT
2. 娰涚佗勽
2.1 The subject of assignment is any manner of expert opinion, testing, in‐
vestigation (including procurement of testing apparatus and equip‐
ment) research work, auditing, inspection or certification (hereinafter
referred to collectively as “expert opinion”), i.e. establishment of facts,
presentation of empirical findings, determining causes, assessment
and review.
2.1 検涧狅唝廰佁佗侱徾彫盠乯尒慫訝，涧谱，豟桁（卡捈涧谱但囄
哨谚奣盠鈣趉）硰竒幁侸，寽梔，検髨扲谀谝（佁乧缻穌亖“乯
尒慫訝”），叏彖笧盠仧寺，寺髨硰竒缯柸，磊寶叻圼，谠侌哨
寽桁。
2.2 The precise expert opinion topic and purpose of use must be defined
in text form at the point of awarding the assignment.
2.2 級磊盠乯尒鋐寶慫訝盠亗飴哨俛疄睊盠怡飗垄揤令検涧佗勽产助
佁仂鞾徾彫晪磊凵晪。
2.3 The Client has been made aware that an opinion requested by Client
directly from Contractor may not be subject to attorney‐client privilege
and that Client has been advised to discuss with counsel the appropri‐
ate party to request the Expert Opinion from Contractor.
2.3 対抓怡飗硁邯，厱昕鞾呭笧缂昕睐搁搬剖盠彖谊廒乩乜寶佶吳劌
徯仧伖倹尢狕枟盠劒缂，廒买笧缂昕佶彖谊対抓呭呤遞盠乜昕屗
沞笧缂昕盠乯尒鋐寶慫訝。
3. FULFILMENT OF THE ASSIGNMENT
3. 娰涚佗勽盠峁袨
3.1 The assignment will be executed by the Contractor impartially and to
the best of their knowledge and belief, according to the recognised
rules of technology on the basis of the best‐available knowledge and
technology and using existing knowledge and/or knowledge and expe‐
rience gained during the duration of the assignment.
3.1 笧缂昕屢垄呋疄盠杜俏硁谢哨拜枋盠塖碜书，梕揊凈谀盠拜枋訠
創，劅疄琌来硁谢哨/扲垄佗勽拃袨杻限萓忳盠硁谢哨缫髨，垄凒
抜硁抜倽盠杜妃荟坐凡凈廏垌寨扬娰涚佗勽。
3.2 Any specific success, in particular any outcome desired by the Client
may only be guaranteed on the part of the Contractor on the basis of
application of objective and impartial expert knowledge by specialists
working for the Contractor.
3.2 乜价狕寶睊档，狕劇暋対抓抜慏忳劌盠缯柸，岍笧缂昕聨詜暋觝
塖仪疍垄笧缂昕幁侸盠乯尒抜缵剖盠対訞廒凈殿盠乯乶硁谢盠廰
疄抩腙複倹谝盠。
3.3 The Contractor shall be entitled to transfer his expert opinion activities
to third parties either wholly or in part.
3.3 笧缂昕来枟屢乯尒鋐寶慫訝凄酄扲聡酄剢垌迈谅缵箈乥昕。

3.4 If, in order to ensure professional completion of the assignment, the
involvement of specialists in other disciplines should prove necessary
their engagement shall be authorised on behalf of the Client.
3.4 姞柸亖仢磊倹乯乶垌寨扬娰涚佗勽，凒伲寂稭乯尒盠吞勼暋怡觝
盠，伲佈盠呤缂廰豁暋複対抓揤枟盠。
3.5 In other respects the Contractor shall be entitled to carry out or have
carried out necessary and customary investigations and experiments
for processing the assignment at the Client’s cost and in the light of
his own best judgement. Should it transpire in the course of any inves‐
tigation that for confirmation of measurement result findings an anal‐
ysis must be repeated or the analysis procedure must be extended to
include a repeat run, this shall not be deemed to be an unforeseen
event or a costly investigation in terms of time and expense in relation
to the purpose of the expert opinion.
3.5 垄凒伲昕鞾笧缂昕来枟逷袨扲幎缫逷袨連怡觝盠哨遶应盠豟桁乪
寺髨，亖仢腙奻捥対抓斋伴盠趕疄吗奠瑢娰涚佗勽，劅疄笧缂昕
枈輇杜姙盠劀昉。逵乜連穧廰豁吭畻垄佗侱豟桁争，叏怡飗鈩奩
磊谀豟桁缯柸扲剢柬連穧觝担岱劌乜了鈩奩連穧，逵乩廰豁複訢
亖暋乩呋飠訝盠仧愡扲乜了乪乯尒検涧慫訝睊盠来减盠晞趑哨趕
晒盠豟桁。
3.6 If service changes or enhancements compared to the original assign‐
ment become necessary during the execution of the assignment, the
Contractor may demand the conclusion of a change agreement in text
form before any change or enhancement to individual services, in
which any questions of reasonable additional remuneration and dead‐
line changes are to be dealt with.
3.6 姞柸垄拃袨娰涚佗勽杻限，来怡觝展叻娧娰涚佗勽盠睔减杩勽逷
袨吴材扲斕嗠，垄展了劇杩勽逷袨佗侱材斕扲斕嗠产助，笧缂昕
呋佁觝沞佁仂鞾徾彫篚课吴材厫谊，伪聨展佗侱呤瑢盠飹奲持釈
哨抆殾晁杻盠吴材侸剖缂寶。
3.7 If a set period is agreed for reimbursement of the expert opinion this
may not be regarded as agreement of any firm deal.
3.7 姞柸訠寶晒限缫乯尒鋐寶慫訝周慫遜逴盠，逵呋腙乩複訢亖佗侱
凈呔盠来斤伀景。
3.8 The expert opinion to be compiled by the Contractor shall be provided
to the Client in writing in single copy indicating the specialist responsi‐
ble for its composition. Additional copies are invoiced separately.
3.8 笧缂昕劒寶盠乯尒鋐寶慫訝廰佁厱乜盠仂鞾徾彫捣晪検涧狅扬剢
搬俷缵対抓。隠勼犤枈廰厱獈彜笧吭秄。
3.9 The Contractor’s expert opinions reflect only those facts established
at the point in time of testing on the basis of the specific instructions
provided by the Client or, in the absence thereof, the specifications in
the assignment specification form, relevant commercial customs, us‐
ages or practices and such procedures as the Contractor deems appro‐
priate on technical, business organisational and/or commercial
grounds. The Contractor is under no obligation to indicate facts or val‐
ues or to report on the latter if these lie outside the specific instruc‐
tions issued by the Client.
3.9 笧缂昕盠乯尒鋐寶慫訝伡伡吩晼仢逵价仧寺，叏垄対抓狕寶捣佀
盠塖碜书涧谱剖盠缯柸，扲垄羖屭呤周，訠荟盠侸乶徾彫，睔减
喢乶亼倳、疄洱箥連穧扲寺蹑哨笧缂昕谀亖遞徯盠拜枋，乶勽缠
缣哨/扲喢乶瑢疍盠晒偵，笧缂昕暋泽来亥勽裄晪仧寺扲体傘扲対
抓搬剖盠逵价持咦产奲盠凓侯捣佀。
3.10 The Client acknowledges that in providing his services the Contractor
neither adopts the position of the Client or any third party nor releases
the latter from any obligations or in any other way assumes, restricts
or cancels Client obligations vis‐à‐vis third parties or of third parties
vis‐à‐vis the Client or releases him therefrom in any other manner.
3.10 対抓飗硁，亖伲搬俷杩勽盠笧缂昕显乩鈣疄対抓扲聡佗侱箈乥昕
盠訞焕，亻乩吭裄展呪聡佗侱徾彫盠亥勽奌晪，扲佁佗侱凒伲昕
彫傣谚、隬劒扲吲淤対抓展仪箈乥昕盠亥勽。
3.11 Following completion of the assignment and payment of the fee
agreed the Contractor shall retain the Client’s test material in safe‐
keeping at the Client’s risk and in observance of his own customary
care. If the Client has not yet collected the documentation and samples
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three (3) months after acceptance of the Expert Opinion the Contrac‐
tor is free to dispose of such materials and released from any liability
in connection therewith.
3.11 寨扬娰涚佗勽产呪哨斋伴趕疄盠連穧廰俛対抓涧谱枬旵忳劌威嗠
倹篽，郑寤艆幍盠態俧。姞柸対抓跡連 3 了杤逴泽来斒霢旣梿哨
梓唝，笧缂昕屢冩趕奠瑢逵价枬旵廒买产呪冩雀佗侱赿佗。
4. CLIENT OBLIGATIONS
4. 対抓亥勽
4.1 The Client shall not issue the Contractor any instruction or furnish any
false information which might falsify the latter’s actual findings or the
results of his Expert Opinion.
4.1 対抓乩廰呭笧缂昕吭幟佗侱捣佀扲搬俷佗侱蚶傣倽惋，逵呋腙佶
斕吴呪聡盠寺隡缯柸扲乯尒鋐寶慫訝缯柸。
4.2 The Client shall ensure that the specialist receives free of charge and
in good time all information, documentation and test material neces‐
sary for completion of the assignment.
4.2 対抓廰磊倹乯尒否晒冩趕搁斒寨扬娰涚佗勽抜靜盠抜来倽惋、旣
梿哨涧谱枬旵。
4.3 A Client wishing to use the results of the expert opinion in the course
of any test event is under the obligation to procure the test material
on his own responsibility regarding selection of the test material and
sending the test material to Contractor.
4.3 対抓幨杷屢乯尒鋐寶慫訝盠缯柸疄仪佗侱涧谱仧佒，廰赻赿遥捅
哨萓吲谱髨枬旵，廒屢涧谱枬旵吭遝缵笧缂昕。
5. DUTY OF CONFIDENTIALITY
5. 倹尢亥勽
5.1 The Contractor is forbidden to publish, disseminate or use the expert
opinion itself or facts or documentation entrusted to him or which has
otherwise become known to him in the course of his expert opinion
activities. The duty of confidentiality covers all facts not generally
known and shall apply beyond the duration of the contractual relation‐
ship.
5.1 笧缂昕秝殾剖犤、佼攉扲屢乯尒鋐寶慫訝枈輇扲仧寺扲旣佒伀伴
缵凒伲伖，扲暋凒伲来呋腙垄乯尒鋐寶連穧争忳硁缯柸盠伖。倹
尢亥勽抜渑眲盠仧寺乩遞疄仪幎硁哨跡剖呤周减絗盠捝罉晒限。
5.2 This duty of confidentiality applies to all staff employed at the Contrac‐
tor’s establishment.
5.2 枈倹尢亥勽遞疄仪笧缂昕盠凄侯咴幁。
6. COPYRIGHT, DATA PROTECTION
6. 犤枟哨旌揊倹挀
6.1 The Contractor shall retain copyright to the services provided ‐ insofar
as these are appropriate in that regard.
6.1 笧缂昕廰展搬俷盠杩勽倹捝犤枟 ‐ 垄遞徯盠荟坐凡。
6.2 Any publication of the expert opinion, its use by way of reproduction
and dissemination is only permitted in the context of the contractually
defined purpose of use and by acknowledging the Contractor.
6.2 佗侱乯尒鋐寶慫訝盠剖犤狅，凒俛疄哨佼攉呆冝谔捥燃呤周寶亥
盠荟坐廒买忳劌笧缂昕盠招谀。
6.3 If the Client intends to indicate in his product or company advertising
the fact of certification by the Contractor of individual products or
product groups, either by extracted quotes from the expert opinion
concerned or by mentioning the Contractor alone, a prior contractual
agreement is required. If no such agreement is made in the expert
opinion contract any extract quotation use of the results of the expert
opinion, both in the product advertising and in company advertising, is
excluded.
6.3 姞柸対抓慏觝垄凒伃唝扲凈呔廛咦争裄晪疍笧缂昕亖了劇伃唝扲
乜糗伃唝搬俷盠谀谝仧寺，昼谖暋伪乯尒鋐寶慫訝搬吲扲遶連厱
獈搬否笧缂昕，垄逵产助靜觝篚课呤周。姞泽来逵梓盠呤周，昼
谖垄伃唝逴暋凈呔廛咦争俛疄，垣令揮雀。
6.4 The Client is not permitted to amend, edit or use the expert opinion in
merely extract form. Any disclosure of investigation reports or expert
opinions to official authorities or other public offices is permissible if
and to the extent that this is necessary or prescribed under statute in
the light of the contractually assumed use or to the extent required by
law.
6.4 対抓乩冝谔偊斕，署迭扲伡佁撴徱盠昕彫俛疄乯尒鋐寶慫訝。乜
价呭寴昕豟桁枖柠扲凒伲凈凍枖柠盠指鞎持咦暋冝谔盠，姞柸垄
栬稩穧异书暋怡觝、呤洱盠。
6.5 The Contractor stores, processes and also uses personal data for the
Client for correct order execution and for their own purposes. The Con‐
tractor uses data processing systems for this. The Contractor has taken
technical‐organisational measures to fulfil data protection require‐
ments, which guarantee data security and data protection procedures.

Employees responsible for processing are bound to comply with data
protection laws and to adhere to all data protection regulations.
6.5 亖仢殿磊奠瑢课厱佁否亖仢対抓艆輇，笧缂昕屢宴億、奠瑢否俛
疄対抓盠了伖旌揊。笧缂昕亖毀聨俛疄旌揊奠瑢絗缻。笧缂昕幎
鈣吲拜枋缠缣悃搆昙柁通劌旌揊倹挀盠觝沞，叏倹谝旌揊寥凄哨
寺昙旌揊倹挀穧廫。赻赿奠瑢旌揊盠咴幁怡飗郑寤旌揊倹挀洱忧，
廒郑寤抜来盠旌揊倹挀訠寶。
7. PAYMENT – DELAYED PAYMENT
7. 伴殚‐归逻伴殚
7.1 Clients transfer 100% of contract amount as advance payment to con‐
tractor after signed contract. If there is re‐test, it will cause additional
cost. Contractor issues the clients formal invoice after receiving pay‐
ment. Contractor may elect to require the fee agreed upon to be due
and payable prior to commencing the assignment.
7.1 対抓垄篚课呤周呪靜斋伴缵笧缂昕呤周鈭飹盠盚剢产盚侸亖飠伴
殚。姞柸靜觝鈩昌涧谱，佶伃畻飹奲趕疄。笧缂昕垄斒劌伴殚呪
佶彜剖殿訠吭秄缵対抓。笧缂昕呋腙垄呤周彜娧逷袨娰涚佗勽晒
觝沞伴趕。
7.2 Payment instructions, checks and bills of exchange are only accepted
following special agreement and charging all collection and discount
fees and only as payment.
7.2 斋伴捣佀、斋秄哨沣秄呆暋搁吳仢狕毦盠厫谊呪，斒吲抜来斒霢
哨拴抿趕疄，伡伡侸亖伴殚。
7.3 In the event of failure to observe payment terms the Contractor shall
be entitled to enforce claims due for payment with immediate effect.
This also applies in the event that bills of exchange and checks that are
not honoured.
7.3 姞乩郑寤伴殚枽佒，笧缂昕廰来枟徖劒觝沞凒伴殚。逵亻遞疄仪
俛疄枆招冭盠沣秄哨斋秄逷袨伴殚盠愡刑。
7.4 The Client may only offset against Contractor claims only if the Client’s
counterclaim is undisputed. In the event that Contractor shall bring suit
to collect any sum owed by Client, Client shall be obligated to reim‐
burse Contractor for all costs of such suit including Contractor’s rea‐
sonable attorneys’ fees.
7.4 対抓伡腙垄逵稩愡刑乧吩展笧缂昕盠絾趰，姞柸対抓盠吩谥暋昼
呋以谊盠。姞柸笧缂昕腙斒霢劌対抓殿磊盠抜歼鈭飹，対抓廰来
亥勽斋伴缵笧缂昕抜来谥谘趕疄，卡捈笧缂昕忧幤盠趕疄。
8. CANCELLATION
8. 吲淤
8.1 Client and Contractor may cancel the contract in text form at any time
on significant grounds.
8.1 対抓哨笧缂昕呋佁圼亖鈩觝叻圼雫晒佁仂鞾徾彫吲淤逵余呤缂。
8.2 Significant grounds which entitle the Client to cancel are, amongst
other things, any infringement of the obligations to provide an objec‐
tive, independent and impartial expert opinion.
8.2 雀凒伲仧飕奲，対抓吲淤呤缂盠鈩觝叻圼卡捈昼洱搬俷対訞、獈
笧、凈殿盠乯尒鋐寶慫訝。
8.3 Significant grounds which entitle the Contractor to cancel are, amongst
other things, refusal of necessary collaboration by the Client (in partic‐
ular as defined in Point 4.2) attempted impermissible influence on the
part of the Client on the specialists commissioned with preparation of
the expert opinion, use of expert opinion findings and partial results
over and above the contractually defined purpose of expert opinion
preparation, impermissible reproduction of expert opinions and if, fol‐
lowing acceptance of the assignment, the Contractor discovers that he
does not possess the necessary expertise to complete the assignment.
8.3 雀凒伲仧飕奲，呤缂昕吲淤呤缂盠鈩觝叻圼卡捈，対抓挮缹搬俷
怡觝盠厫侸（狕劇暋垄 4.2 争寶亥盠），対抓枆缫谔呋屹谱忍唩
娰抴乯尒刢奣盠乯尒鋐寶慫訝，垄呤缂訠寶荟坐奲俛疄乯尒鋐寶
慫訝豟桁缯柸哨酄剢缯柸，枆缫笧缂昕冝谔剼别乯尒鋐寶慫訝，
扲暋搁吳娰涚佗勽呪，笧缂昕吭琌伲廒乩凓奣寨扬佗勽怡觝盠乯
乶硁谢。
8.4 In other respects cancellation of the contract is excluded.
8.4 垄凒伲昕鞾吲淤呤缂暋秝殾盠。
8.5 If the contract is cancelled on significant grounds for which the Con‐
tractor is responsible he shall be due any remuneration for partial ser‐
vices provided up to the point of cancellation only to the extent that
this is objectively of use to the Client.
8.5 姞柸呤缂複吲淤盠鈩觝叻圼亖笧缂昕赿佗，創笧缂昕廰铤展凒叻
枈赻赿盠酄剢杩勽逷袨趰僛，趰僛鈭飹梕揊対抓盠俛疄靜沞対訞
侸剖。
8.6 In all other cases the Contractor retains claim to the full contractually
agreed remuneration ‐ subject however to deduction of expenses
saved. If in any individual case the Client can demonstrate no higher
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proportion of expenses saved, this is agreed to be 40% of the remuner‐
ation for services not yet provided by the Contractor.
8.6 垄抜来凒伲愡刑乧，笧缂昕冡剢倹疵絾趰呤缂缂寶盠持釈——侢
靜抿雀幎倹疵盠趕疄。姞柸垄佗侱愡刑乧，対抓呋佁谝晪泽来倹
疵材鬴氰俧盠趕疄，叏伿裄対抓周慫 40%盠持釈暋缵笧缂昕逴枆
搬俷盠杩勽。
9. FAILURE TO MEET DEADLINES
9. 枆腙峁袨杻隬
9.1 Any deadline set by the Client for delivery of the expert opinion shall
only be deemed agreed if expressly confirmed by the Contractor.
9.1 佗侱疍対抓劒寶乯尒鋐寶慫訝盠杜呪伀伴杻隬靜缫笧缂昕晪磊磊
谀。
9.2 If a deadline is agreed between Client and Contractor for delivery of
the expert opinion this period shall commence upon conclusion of the
contract or receipt of the samples on a laboratory working day. If the
Contractor requires documentation from the Client for preparation of
the expert opinion or if payment of an advance is agreed the period
allowed for the deadline only commences following receipt of the doc‐
umentation or the advance.
9.2 姞柸対抓哨笧缂昕垄搬伀乯尒鋐寶慫訝盠杜呪杻隬昕鞾通扬乜艐，
豁杻隬廰垄呤缂寨扬扲垄幁侸晁搁斒梓唝产呪彜娧诽篳。姞柸笧
缂昕靜觝対抓亖仢乯尒鋐寶慫訝聨刢奣盠旣佒，扲姞柸搬助伴殚
盠杻隬呆腙垄斒劌旣梿扲产助。
9.3 The Contractor will not be responsible for any delay in delivering the
final Expert Opinion due to partial/ full failure in test result and the
consequent time taken for receiving the re‐test samples and perform‐
ing the re‐tests.
9.3 姞柸疍仪酄剢/凄酄涧谱缯柸妍趁佁否产呪斒劌鈩昌涧谱梓唝哨拃
袨鈩昌涧谱肙豋晒限，笧缂昕屢乩展杜缤乯尒鋐寶慫訝盠佗侱归
逻伀伴赻赿。
9.4 The Contractor shall only be deemed to be in arrears if he is actually
responsible for the delay in delivering the Expert Opinion. In the event
of obstacles to delivery for which he is not responsible, including, but
not limited to, force majeure, illness, industrial disputes and lockouts
resulting from an event involving no blame and leading to grave oper‐
ational disruptions delayed delivery shall not apply. The period for de‐
livery shall be extended in such cases by the duration of the hindrance.
If as a result of such obstacles to delivery provision of the Expert Opin‐
ion is totally impossible for the Contractor he shall be released from
his contractual obligations. In this event, also the Client shall have no
claim to damages from Contractor.
9.4 姞柸笧缂昕磊寺靜觝亖归晒搬俷乯尒鋐寶慫訝赻赿，創廰伡複訢
亖挲歼。笧缂昕乩赻赿盠伀伴雸磩，卡捈侢乩隬仪乩呋拳勷、瘚
瘡、匏趠综缓，鞺笧缂昕罴斡遼扬盠傸幁仧佒，屘艐亁鈩盠攩侸
争昉归逻伀趃。伀伴杻隬垄逵稩愡刑乧廰归闛。圼书遌雸磩屘艐
笧缂昕昼洱伀伴乯尒鋐寶慫訝，展毀笧缂昕槞乩赻赿。逵稩愡刑
乧対抓泽来枟劅呭笧缂昕絾吲掻妍。
9.5 In addition to delivery the Client may only demand damages compen‐
sation if intent or gross negligence is demonstrated on the part of the
Contractor.
9.5 雀仢伀伴，対抓呆腙展暋斡慫扲聡来鈩妃連妍盠笧缂昕觝沞趰僛
趰僛鈭。
10. GUARANTEE
10. 倹谝
10.1 No guarantee is assumed for the economic benefits of the results of
the assignment.
10.1 展仪娰涚佗勽缯柸盠缫涪劅眦，垄毀乩侸剖佗侱倹谝。
10.2 Initially the Client may only demand cost‐free rectification of a defi‐
cient expert opinion.
10.2 駲冤，対抓呆腙展来羖雓盠乯尒鋐寶慫訝逷袨冩趕偊斕。
10.3 This requires that a period of grace of appropriate duration be set, but
not less than the duration of the term for delivery originally agreed
however.
10.3 逵靜觝遞徯斚尙隬杻，侢乩忳屭仪枈枽殚杜剹伀伴缂寶盠晒限。
10.4 Defects must be notified to the Contractor immediately and in text
form; otherwise the guarantee claim shall lapse.
10.4 対抓怡飗笧叏佁仂鞾徾彫屢睔减羖雓遶硁笧缂昕，咂創倹谝絾趰
屢佶妍斤。
10.5 Claims as a result of supplying a deficient expert opinion are time‐
barred after one (1) year. The statute of limitations period commences
at the point of receipt of the expert opinion by the Client.
10.5 展搬俷来羖雓盠乯尒鋐寶慫訝盠絾趰晒斤亖乜(1)廐。谥谘晒斤杻
艆対抓斒劌乯尒鋐寶慫訝跓诽篳。
11. LIABILITY

11. 赿佗
11.1 Expert opinions are prepared on the basis of information, documenta‐
tion, quality requirements and/or samples provided by the Client and
are for the exclusive use of the Client. The latter shall draw necessary
conclusions from the expert opinion on his own responsibility. Neither
the Contractor nor his senior staff, employees or subcontractors are
responsible to the Client or third parties for any manner of actions
taken or omitted on the basis of such expert opinions, including faulty
tests based on imprecise, false, incomplete or misleading information
provided by the Client.
11.1 乯尒鋐寶慫訝暋垄梕揊倽惋，旣梿，趄鈫觝沞哨/扲対抓搬俷盠梓
唝盠塖碜书，廒买亖対抓獈尒俛疄盠。呪聡屢艆袨招挡剖凓乯尒
鋐寶慫訝盠怡觝赿佗。展圼乩級磊盠斡雸涧谱、対抓搬俷盠蚶傣、
乩寨旐扲豋屘悃倽惋聨影跓盠佗侱铤展乯尒鋐寶慫訝盠谥谘扲乯
尒鋐寶慫訝邳潫，笧缂昕、笧缂昕鬴缃咴幁、霣咴扲聡剢卡喢乩
展対抓扲箈乥昕赻赿。
11.2 Advice by the Contractor is only given in relation to the documents and
information submitted by the Client.
11.2 笧缂昕盠彖谊呆暋减仪対抓搬伀盠旣佒哨倽惋。
11.3 The Contractor is not liable for delayed, partial or incomplete services
if this derives directly or indirectly from events beyond the control of
the Contractor.
11.3 圼跡剖笧缂昕搃劒荟坐盠仧佒聨睐搁扲限搁屘艐杩勽伀伴归逻扲
乩寨旐，笧缂昕展毀槞乩赻赿。
11.4 The damages exclusion includes, to the extent legally permissible, all
claims of whatever nature by the Client against the Contractor, his em‐
ployees, representatives, vicarious agents and assistants arising from
the expert opinion contract or implementation thereof.
11.4 趰僛乩卡捈垄洱忧冝谔盠荟坐凡，対抓展笧缂昕、笧缂昕咴幁、
伿裄、杛伿伿瑢哨包瑢吭跓盠、来减乯尒鋐寶慫訝呤缂扲寺昙盠
絾趰。
11.5 The Contractor shall not be liable, insofar as legally permissible, for in‐
direct or consequential losses, in particular not for lost profit, loss of
business, loss of a business opportunity, reduction in company good‐
will including costs in connection with any product recall. Furthermore
the Contractor shall not be liable, insofar as legally permissible, for any
losses, damages or costs which the Client might incur as a consequence
of any third party claim (in particular in the event of enforcement of
product liability claims).
11.5 垄洱忧冝谔盠荟坐凡，笧缂昕乩廰展対抓盠限搁掻妍招挡赿佗，
狕劇暋劅渂掻妍、乶勽掻妍、喢乶枖佶掻妍、凈呔喢諥隩侪佁否
伃唝呈场伃畻盠趕疄。垄洱忧冝谔盠荟坐凡，笧缂昕乩廰展佗侱
箈乥昕絾趰抜屘艐盠対抓掻妍、掻小扲趕疄招挡赿佗，岀凒暋伃
唝赿佗絾趰。
11.6 In the event of any liability on the part of the Contractor liability to the
Client for claims as a result of losses, penalties or expenses of whatever
nature and magnitude irrespective of the grounds on which incurred
shall under no circumstances exceed a total amount in the sum of the
fee which the Contractor has received for the specific services giving
rise to the claim.
11.6 姞柸圼笧缂昕赿佗聨屘艐対抓郉吳掻妍、奠羶扲佗侱悃趄盠趕疄，
昼谖圼侱瑢疍屘艐，狕寶杩勽盠絾趰鈭飹垄佗侱愡刑乧乩忳跡連
笧缂昕幎斒劌盠趕疄悗哨。
11.7 All claims in connection with the specific inspection/production site as‐
sessment service ‐ with the exception of any such claims resulting from
injury to life, physical injury, injury to health and/or in the event of
grossly negligent or intention cause of damage ‐ are limited to the fee
for five (5) man days.
11.7 抜来乪狕寶検髨/畻伃笵焕谠侌杩勽来减盠絾趰——雀仢佗侱毀糗
絾趰遼扬掻侀，伖輇侀小，侀小僁弓哨/扲痫恙扲聡慫坚盠掻垫叻
圼——乩跡連 5 了幁侸晁盠趕疄。
11.8 In the event of damage claims the Client must notify this to the Con‐
tractor in text form within 10 days from the point in time of discovery
of the circumstances giving rise to the claim. In any event damage
claims arising from infringement of obligations on the part of the Con‐
tractor are time‐barred after 12 months dating from receipt of the ex‐
pert opinion by the Client.
11.8 姞柸剖琌掻妍絾趰仧佒，艆吭琌影跓絾趰愡刑产晁跓 10 妅凡，対
抓怡飗佁仂鞾徾彫遶硁笧缂昕。圼笧缂昕逹吩亥勽抜影跓盠佗侱
掻小絾趰，艆対抓搁斒乯尒鋐寶慫訝产晁跓 12 了杤呪妍斤。
12. PLACE OF PERFORMANCE AND LEGAL VENUE
12. 峁袨垌焕哨呤洱垖抜
12.1 Place of performance is the registered place of business of the Contrac‐
tor.
12.1 峁袨垌焕暋笧缂昕喢乶浄凨盠垌焕。
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12.2 These General Terms and Conditions of Business shall be governed by
and construed in accordance with Chinese law. Like any breach, one
party shall bear the losses to the other party and the cost of the credi‐
tor's rights.
12.2 佁书遶疄喢乶枽殚哨枽佒廰徯俹燃争坙洱忧劒寶廒訿鈦。姞来佗
侱逹吩，乜昕廰徯招挡呂乜昕盠掻妍哨傖枟。

12.3 Invalidity of individual contract provisions does not affect the validity
of the remaining content of the contract.
12.3 昼斤盠呤周枽殚訠寶廒乩忍唩呤周勅侵凡尕盠来斤悃。
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